Abstract Recently, the shared center (SC) problem has been proposed as a mathematical model for inferring the allele-sharing status of a given set of individuals using a database of confirmed haplotypes as reference. The problem was proved to be NP-complete and a ratio-2 polynomial-time approximation algorithm was designed for its minimization version (called the closest shared center (CSC) problem). In this paper, we consider the parameterized complexity of the SC problem. First, we show that the SC problem is W [1]-hard with parameters d and n, where d and n are the radius and the number of (diseased or normal) individuals in the input, respectively. Then, we present two asymptotically optimal parameterized algorithms for the problem and apply them to linkage analysis.
genes that can harbor mutations leading to a disease phenotype. The fundamental problem in linkage analysis is to identify regions whose allele is shared by all or most affected members but by none or few unaffected family members. Almost all the existing methods for linkage analysis are for families with clearly given pedigrees [1, 4, 9-11, 15, 16, 18, 19] . The pedigree information helps a lot for designing computational algorithms. Very few methods can handle the case when the sampled individuals are closely related but the real relationship is hidden (most of the times because of remote relationship). This situation occurs very often when the individuals share a common ancestor six or more generations ago.
With the new development of microarray techniques, high-density SNP genotype data can be used for large-scale and cost-effective linkage analysis. Recently, the international HapMap project has produced enormous amount of haplotype data for individuals in some major populations. For example, there are 340 haplotypes in the group "Japanese in Tokyo" + "Han Chinese in Beijing". These new developments make it possible to propose new mathematical models for finding genes causing genetic diseases when the sampled individuals are closely related but their pedigree is unknown.
The real problem is as follows: We are given three sets D = {ĝ 1 ,ĝ 2 , . . . ,ĝ k }, N = {ĝ k+1 , . . . ,ĝ n }, and H = {ĥ 1 ,ĥ 2 , . . . ,ĥ m }, where D consists of diseased individuals represented by their genotype data on a whole chromosome C, N consists of normal individuals represented by their genotype data on C, and H consists of confirmed haplotype data on C of some individuals in the same (or similar) population. For convenience, we call H the reference database. Note that H can be obtained from any haplotype database for a set of individuals, e.g., the database of HapMap project is available. A region on a chromosome, denoted by [a, b] , is a set of consecutive SNP sites (positions) starting at position a and ending at position b. The objective here is to find the true mutation regions of C. Here, a true mutation region of C means a consecutive portion of C where all the diseased individuals share a common haplotype segment that is shared by none of the normal individuals. The true mutation regions defined here are based on the haplotype segments of all individuals. If we know the haplotype segments of all the individuals, the true mutation regions can be easily computed. Thus, the challenge is to infer the haplotypes of each individual based on the input genotype data as well as the reference database H .
The first strike to the problem was given by Ma et al. [12] . In order to tackle the problem, Ma et al. proposed the following strategy: First, divide the whole chromosome into a set of (disjoint) regions of the same length L. Then, classify the length-L regions into valid or invalid regions based on a mathematical model (called the shared center (SC) problem). Finally, design a heuristic to merge/refine the valid regions to get predicted mutation regions. For details, see Ma et al. [12] . The key computational technique used in the above method is the proposed mathematical model (namely, the SC problem) for inferring the allele-sharing status of a given set of individuals using a database of confirmed haplotypes as reference.
We here only give a rough definition of the SC problem; the precise definition can be found in Sect. 3 
. An input to the SC problem is a quadruple (D, N, H, d),
where D (respectively, N ) consists of genotype segments of the same length L from diseased (respectively, normal) individuals, H is the reference database consisting of haplotype segments of length L, and d (referred to as the radius) is a nonnegative integer. The goal is to find a center haplotype segment s of length L and split each genotype segment g i ∈ D ∪ N into a pair (h i,1 , h i,2 ) of haplotype segments so that (1) each haplotype segment h i,j is within a Hamming distance of at most d from some segment in H , (2) s = h i,1 for each g i ∈ D (i.e., the diseased individuals share the center haplotype segment), and (3) h i,1 = s and h i,2 = s for each g i ∈ N (i.e., the normal individuals do not share the center haplotype segment).
Ma et al. [12] show that the SC problem is NP-complete. They also consider the closest shared center (CSC) problem where the input is (D, N, H ) and the goal is to find the minimum integer d such that the instance (D, N, H, d ) of the SC problem has a solution. They propose a ratio-2 polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the CSC problem.
In this paper, we consider the parameterized complexity of the SC problem. First, we show that the SC problem is W [1]-hard with parameters d and n, where n is the number of (diseased or normal) individuals in the input. As a corollary of this result, we show that the SC problem on input of lengthñ cannot be solved in O(f (d, n)ñ o(log d) ) time for any computable function f , as long as the following well-known conjecture (called the Exponential Time Hypothesis [8] ) is true:
• The ETH Conjecture: There is no O (2 o(n) )-time algorithm for deciding whether a given boolean formula C 1 ∧ C 2 ∧ · · · ∧ C m with n variables is satisfiable or not, where each C i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is the disjunction of three literals.
We then present two parameterized algorithms for the SC problem. One of them
where k is the number of diseased individuals and m is the number of haplotype segments in the reference database.
Note that the two algorithms are asymptotically optimal in the sense that the exponent of m in the running time cannot be improved to o(log d) as long as the ETH conjecture is true.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains several basic definitions and notations. Section 3 contains the precise definition of the SC problem. In Sect. 4, we prove the hardness of the SC problem. Section 5 details two parameterized algorithms for the SC problem. Finally, we apply the algorithms to linkage analysis and compare their running time in Sect. 6.
Basic Definitions and Notations
For a finite set S, |S| denotes the number of elements in S. Similarly, for a string s, |s| denotes the length of s. A string s has |s| positions, namely, 1, 2, . . . , |s|. At last, when an algorithm exhaustively tries all possibilities to find the right choice, we say that the algorithm guesses the right choice.
The Shared Center Problem
An input to the SC problem is a quadruple (D, N, H, d (D, N, H, d ), see Fig. 1 .
Recall that a haplotype segment is a binary string, while a genotype segment is a string on alphabet {0, 1, 2}. A haplotype pair for a genotype segment g is a pair (h, h ) of haplotype segments of the same length as g such that the following conditions hold for every position q:
1. If g has a 0 or 1 at position q, then both h and h have the same letter as g does at position q. 2. If g has a 2 at position q, then one of h and h has a 0 at position q while the other has a 1 at position q. is a haplotype pair for g 1 in Fig. 1 
. . , n} and for each j ∈ {1, 2}, the following hold:
C3a. There is an integer x i,j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} \ {p} with dist(h i,j , h x i,j ) ≤ d. C3b. There is at least one position q at which the letters of h i,j and s differ and the letter of some g ∈ D is 0 or 1.
Note that the position q in Condition C3b depends not only on i and j but also on h i,j , i.e., different i, j , or h i,j may yield different q. Figure 2 shows a solution to the example instance in Fig. 1 [1] . For a precise definition of W [1] , the reader is referred to [5, 6] .
To give strong evidence that certain problems in W [1] are unlikely to belong to FPT, the theory of W [1]-hardness has been developed. At the heart of this theory is the notion of parameterized reduction. A parameterized reduction from a parameterized problem Q over an alphabet Σ to another parameterized problem Q over an alphabet Γ is a function that maps each pair (x, k) ∈ Σ * × N to a pair (x , k ) ∈ Γ * × N such that the following conditions hold:
• k is bounded from above by a function of k. 
. . , h m as follows:
We further obtain k strings g 1 , . . . , g k as follows: 
This completes the proof of the claim and hence that of the theorem.
Corollary 4.2 As long as the ETH conjecture is true, the SC problem cannot be solved in time O(f (d, k)ñ o(log d) ) for any computable function f , whereñ is the length of the input to the SC problem.
Proof Marx [14] shows that as long as the ETH conjecture is true, the BCSS problem cannot be solved in O(f (d, k)n o(log d) ) time for any computable function f , wherê n is the length of the input to the BCSS problem. In the reduction described in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we constructed an instance I of the SC problem from a lengthn instance of the BCSS problem such that |I | = O(n 2 ). Moreover, the parameters in the two instances are the same. Thus, the corollary holds. So, we hereafter assume that Condition A1 holds.
Exact Algorithms for the SC Problem
For convenience, we define the following notations:
• L is the common length of the strings in D ∪ N ∪ H .
• U (respectively, U ) is the set of undecided (respectively, decided) positions associated with D.
• For each g i ∈ N , U i (respectively, U i ) is the set of undecided (respectively, decided) positions of g i . Now, Condition C3b in Sect. 1 can be concisely rewritten as follows:
Since Condition A1 holds, we can define a letter q for each position q ∈ U as follows:
• If some segment in D is 0 at position q, then each of the other segments in D is 0 or 2 at position q and so we define q = 0.
• If some segment in D is 1 at position q, then each of the other segments in D is 1 or 2 at position q and so we define q = 1.
We call q the center letter at position q. Consider a g i ∈ N . We say that g i is free if there is a position in U i ∩ U at which the center letter is different from the letter of g i . On the other hand, we say that g i is dead if (1) |U \ U i | ≤ 1 and (2) at every position q in U i ∩ U , the center letter is the same as the letter of g i . For example, both g 5 and g 7 in Fig. 1 are free while g 6 is neither free nor dead.
In [12] , it is shown that L is a valid radius only if the following condition holds:
Since d is a valid radius only when L is a valid radius, we hereafter assume that Condition A2 holds.
Decomposing g i ∈ N
Throughout this subsection, fix a genotype segment g i ∈ N and two haplotype segments h j 1 and h j 2 in H . Note that it is possible that j 1 = j 2 . Our goal is to decide if there is a haplotype pair (h i,1 , h i,2 ) for g i satisfying the following conditions:
To reach the above goal, we first define several notations:
• S is the set of positions q ∈ U i such that the letters of h j 1 and h j 2 at position q coincide.
and h j 2 = h 9 in Fig. 1 , then d 1 = 3, d 2 = 1, and S = {4, 7, 16, 18}.
Lemma 5.1 If at least one of the following conditions holds, then it is easy to decide if there is a haplotype pair (h i,1 , h i,2 )
for g i satisfying Conditions B1 through B4. 2 ) for g i satisfying Conditions B1 and B2. To this claim, first observe that for each position q ∈ S, either the letters of h i,1 and h j 1 at position q differ or the letters of h i,2 and h j 2 at position q differ. Thus, the positions in
. We also know that the positions outside S contribute at least (h i,1 , h i,2 ) for g i as follows. For each position q ∈ U i , let the letters of h i,1 and h i,2 at position q be the letter of g i at position q. For each position q ∈ U i \ S, let the letter of h i,1 (respectively, h i,2 ) at position q be the letter of h j 1 (respectively, h j 2 ) at position q. For each position q ∈ S 1 (respectively, q ∈ S 2 ), let the letter of h i,1 at position q be different from (respectively, the same as) the letter of h j 1 at position q, while let the letter of h i,2 at position q be the same as (respectively, different from) the letter of h j 2 at position q. By Lemma 5.1 and Condition A2, we may assume that the following hold:
does not contain two positions q 1 and q 2 such that the letter of h j 1 at position q 1 is not the center letter at position q 1 and the letter of h j 2 at position q 2 is not the center letter at position q 2 .
By Condition D3, |U ∩ U i | ≥ 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that the center letters at the positions in U ∩ U i are all 0s. 
Lemma 5.2 If at least one of the following two conditions holds, then there is no haplotype pair
In the former case, the two letters of h i,2 at positions in U \ U i are both different from the letters of h j 2 at the same positions. Moreover, in the latter case, the two letters of h i,1 at positions in U \ U i are both different from the letters of h j 1 at the same positions. So, in both cases, dist( Next, suppose that neither Condition E1 nor Condition E2 holds. We want to construct a haplotype pair (h i,1 , h i,2 ) for g i satisfying Conditions B1 through B4. To this end, we refine the construction in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 5.1, by distinguish several cases as follows.
In this case, since Condition E2 does not hold, Condition D4 implies that U ∩ S = ∅. We refine the construction in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 5.1, by distinguish five cases as follows.
Obviously, either the letter of h j 1 at position q is a 1 or the letter of h j 2 at position q is a 1. We assume that the letter of h j 1 at position q is a 1; the other case is similar. Then, when partitioning S into S 1 and S 2 , we put the following restriction: If the letter of h j 1 at the unique position q ∈ U ∩ S is a 0, q ∈ S 2 ; otherwise, q ∈ S 1 . Case 1.2: U ∩ S contains two positions q 1 and q 2 such that the two letters of h j 1 at positions q 1 and q 2 are identical. In this case, when partitioning S into S 1 and S 2 , we also require that |{q 1 , q 2 } ∩ S 1 | = 1. a 0 (respectively, 1) . Let q be an arbitrary position in (U ∩ U i ) \ S. Then, when partitioning S into S 1 and S 2 , we put the following restriction: If the letter of h j 1 at position q is a 1, then q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 0 ∈ S 2 ; otherwise, q 1 ∈ S 2 and q 0 ∈ S 1 .
In this case, we refine the construction in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 5.1, by distinguish four cases as follows. (h i,1 , h i,2 ) for g i , we fix the letters of h i,1 and h i,2 at the positions in U i \ S as follows. As before, for each position q ∈ U i \ (S ∪ {q}), let the letter of h i,1 (respectively, h i,2 ) at position q be the letter of h j 1 (respectively, h j 2 ) at position q . However, let the letter of h i,1 (respectively, h i,2 ) at position q be different from the letter of h j 1 (respectively, h j 2 ) at position q. This change yields that dist(h i,1 , h j 1 
In this case, let q 1 be the unique position in (U ∩ U i ) \ S. Note that either the letter of h j 1 at position q 1 is a 1 or the letter of h j 2 at position q 1 is a 1. We assume that the letter of h j 1 at position q 1 is a 1; the other case is similar. Let q 2 be an arbitrary position in U ∩ S. Then, when partitioning S into S 1 and S 2 , we put the following restriction: If the letter of h j 2 at position q 2 is a 0, then q 2 ∈ S 2 ; otherwise, q 2 ∈ S 1 . For convenience, we say that an integer p ∈ {1, . . . , m} is valid for a g i ∈ N if there is a haplotype pair (h i,1 , h i,2 ) for g i satisfying Condition C3. Now, we are ready to state the key lemma in this subsection. 
Lemma 5.3 Given an integer
p ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we can decide in O(m 2 L(n − k)) time if p is valid for every g i ∈ N .
Decomposing the Strings in D
6. Obtain a string s by modifying s by flipping the letters at the positions in Z. 7. Recursively call the algorithm on input (s , P ∪ Q, min{b − |Z|, |Z| − }). 
In this case, we want to decide if we can obtain a string t by modifying at most d − d p letters of s p at the positions in U so that dist(t (i), h x i ) ≤ d. This case resembles the binary closest string (BCS) problem. Recall that an instance of the BCS problem is a pair (S, d), where S is a set of binary strings of the same length L and d is a nonnegative integer. Given (S, d), the BCS problem asks if there is a binary string t of length L such that dist(t,
s
L] \ P so that dist(s, s i ) ≤ d for all s i ∈ S.
The correspondence between the extended BCS problem and the special case of the SC problem is as follows: s, b, s i ∈ S, and P in the former correspond to
and U in the latter, respectively. A slight difference between the two is that the former tests if dist(s, s i ) ≤ d for all s i ∈ S, while the latter tests if dist(s p (i), h x i ) ≤ d for all g i ∈ D.
Based on this correspondence and difference, it is easy to modify the algorithm in [13] for the extended BCS problem so that it works for the special case of the SC problem. The resulting algorithm (called Algorithm 1) is shown in Fig. 3 .
To solve our special case, it suffices to call Algorithm 1 on input (s p , U, d − d p ). The correctness of Algorithm 1 relies on the following lemma: Proof The proof is the same as that of Lemma 3.1 in [2] . To be self-contained, we include it here. The execution of Algorithm 1 on input (s, P , b) can be modeled by a tree T in which the root corresponds to (s, P , b), each other node corresponds to a recursive call, and a recursive call A is a child of another call B if and only if B calls A directly. We call T the search tree on input (s, P , b) . By the construction of Algorithm 1, each non-leaf node in T has at least two children. Thus, the number of nodes in T is at most twice the number of leaves in T . Consequently, we can focus on how to bound the number of leaves in T . For convenience, we define the size of T to be the number of its leaves.
Lemma 5.4 Let (s, P , b) be an input to Algorithm 1. Assume that t is an output of Algorithm 1 on input (s, P , b). Suppose that dist(s(i), h x i ) > d for some g i ∈ D. Let = dist(s(i), h x i ) − d, z be the number of positions q ∈ {s(i) ≡ h x i } \ P with t (i)[q] = s(i)[q], and b be the number of positions q ∈ [1..L] \ (P ∪ {s(i) ≡ h x i }) with t (i)[q]
= s(i)[q]. Then, b ≤ min{b − z, z − }. Consequently, b ≤ 1 2 (b − ).
Obviously, d(s(i), t (i)) = z + b (see Fig. 4). Since t is an output of Algorithm 1 on input (s, P , b), dist(t (i), s(i))
≤ b. Thus, b ≤ b − z.
Let a = |P ∩{t (i) ≡ h x i }|, and let c be the number of positions q ∈ {s(i) ≡ h x i }\P with s(i)[q] = t (i)[q]. Then, |{s(i) ≡ h x i }| = a + c + z and dist(t (i), h x i )
= a + c + b . So, by assumption, a + c + z = d + and a + c + b ≤ d. Thus, b ≤ z − .
To see the correctness of Algorithm 1, first observe that Step 1 is clearly correct. To see that Step 3 is also correct, first note that dist(h x i , s(i)) = |{h x i ≡ s(i)}| = d + . So, in order to satisfy dist(h x i , s(i)) ≤ d,
Let 
As observed in [17] , Algorithm 1 can be made faster by replacing Step 2 with the step in Fig. 5 .
We call the modified algorithm Algorithm 2. The intuition behind Algorithm 2 is as follows. By Lemma 5.4, the larger is, the smaller b is. Note that b means the 
2 dp .
We next obtain a slower version of Algorithm 2 by replacing Step 2 with the step in Fig 6. We call the modified algorithm Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 will be useful later in this paper when we consider the general case where
Step 2 is hard to find when x 1 , . . . , x k are not known. In this case, our idea is to guess this g i ∈ D and use i 0 and s 0 to memorize i and s (for later use), respectively. Note that Algorithm 3 does not verify that for
Step 2 of subsequent recursive calls, Algorithm 3 verifies that dist(h 
2 dp . 
Proof
∈ H , dist(h j , s(i)) > d. 3. If all h j ∈ H satisfy dist(s(i), h j ) − d > min{b, |{s(i) ≡ h j } \ P |}, then return. 4. Guess an h x i ∈ H such that dist(s(i), h x i ) − d ≤ min{b, |{s(i) ≡ h x i } \ P |}.corresponding to μ selects a g i ∈ D in Step 2 such that dist(h x i , s(i)) > d and dist(h x i 0 , s 0 (i 0 )) ≥ dist(h x i , s 0 (i)
The General Case
Here, we extend Algorithms 1 and 3 so that they work for the (general) SC problem.
Motivated by an idea in [13] , we extend Algorithm 1 by guessing x i in Step 4. That is, we do not guess all of x 1 , . . . , x k in advance. Rather, we guess x i dynamically. The algorithm (called Algorithm 4) is shown in Fig. 7 . Obviously, if we do not guess h x i in Step 4 of Algorithm 4 but rather choose an arbitrary h x i in H there, then the search tree of Algorithm 4 on input (s, P , b) has the same size as the search tree of Algorithm 1 on input (s, P , b) does. So, to estimate the size of the search tree of Algorithm 4 on input (s, P , b), it suffices to find out how the guesses in Step 4 of Algorithm 4 expand the size of the search tree of Algorithm 1 on input (s, P , b) . Clearly, the "guess" operation in Step 4 requires Algorithm 4 to try all h j ∈ H with dist(s(i), h j ) − d ≤ min{b, |{s(i) ≡ h j } \ P |}. A single "guess" expands the size of the search tree by a factor of at most m. Because of Lemma 5.4, the recursion depth of Algorithm 4 is at most log 2 (b + 1) . Thus, the size of the search tree of Algorithm 4 on input (s, P , b) is at most m log 2 (b+1) times that of the search tree of Algorithm 1 on input (s, P , b) .
be the size of the search tree of Algorithm 4 on input 
Theorem 5.9 Algorithm 4 takes O(kmL
Same as Steps 4, 5, and 6 of Algorithm 1, respectively.
8. Recursively call the algorithm on input (s , P ∪ Q, min{b − |Z|, |Z| − }). 
We next extend Algorithm 3 so that it works for the general case. The idea is the same as that used to obtain Algorithm 4 from Algorithm 1. That is, as in Algorithm 4, we guess x i dynamically in Step 4. The resulting algorithm (called Algorithm 5) is shown in Fig. 8 .
Using Lemma 5.11, we can prove the next theorem (whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.9):
By Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.12, we have the following corollary immediately: 
Experimental Results
We have implemented Algorithms 4 and 5 in C++ and used them to form a software package for linkage analysis for closely related individuals without a known pedigree. Recall that to identify the true mutation regions of a chromosome C, we break C into a set R of length-500 segments [12] . For each segment r ∈ R, we can obtain an instance (D r , N r , H r , d ) of the SC problem and we first call the algorithm for the SC problem proposed in [12] (APPROX for short) on input (D r , N r , H r , 2d) . If the algorithm outputs "no", then we view r as an invalid region. Otherwise, we view r as a candidate region and then call our new Algorithm 4 (EXACT for short) on input (D r , N r , H r , d) . If EXACT outputs "yes", then we view r as a valid region.
Let CR (respectively, VR) denote the set of candidate (respectively, valid) regions found by APPROX (respectively, EXACT). Then we process CR (respectively, VR) as follows: If there are two adjacent regions r 1 and r 2 (i.e., the finishing SNP site of r 1 is the same as the starting SNP site of r 2 , or vice versa ) on the chromosome C, we modify CR (respectively, VR) by merging r 1 and r 2 into a single region. In this way, we obtain two new sets CR and VR of regions. By experiments on some simulated data, we have found that VR may miss some true mutation regions due to the errors added by the χ 2 model when generating the input genotype data. Therefore, we further modify VR as follows: For a length-500 region r ∈ CR \ VR, if there are two regions r 1 and r 2 in VR connected by r and the length ratio between r 1 and r 2 is between 0.2 and 5, we further modify VR by replacing r 1 and r 2 with the smallest region that contains r 1 and r 2 . In this way, we obtain a new set VR of regions. Finally, we output the first few longest regions in CR and VR as the mutation regions of C. For convenience, we denote the heuristic producing CR (respectively, VR ) by APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU).
The datasets used here to compare the performance of APPROX-HEU and EXACT-HEU are almost the same as those in [12] . The only difference is in the generation of the reference haplotype database H r . Here, instead of deleting the haplotype data of the founders, we fix an error ratio ER (say, 5 %) and modify each To compare the performance of APPROX-HEU and EXACT-HEU, we use the three different pedigrees P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 in [12] . P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 all have five generations but have 3, 4, and 5 diseased individuals in the youngest generation as part of the input to the programs, respectively.
We have done 50 experiments for each pedigree and calculated the average performance of the programs. The criteria used in the comparison are precision and recall. Recall that the correctly detected mutation regions by a program are the intersection of the regions outputted by the program and the true mutation regions. Here, precision is defined as the number of SNPs in the correctly detected mutation regions divided by the total number of SNPs in the regions outputted by the program. Moreover, recall is defined as the number of SNPs in the correctly detected mutation regions divided by the total number of SNPs in the true mutation regions. So, if recall is 1, then all the SNPs in the true mutation regions have been outputted by the program. Similarly, if precision is 1, then all the SNPs reported by the program are in the true mutation regions.
The experimental results for ER = 5 % (and hence d = 500 · ER = 25) are summarized in Table 1 , where columns P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 show the results for pedigrees P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 , respectively. The table consists of two parts separated by two consecutive horizontal lines, where the first (respectively, second) part shows the result of APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU). Moreover, each part has three rows: Longest, First-2-longest, and First-3-longest. Longest shows the result that our program just outputs the longest detected region, while First-2-longest (respectively, First-3-longest) shows the result that our program outputs the first two (respectively, three) longest detected regions as the output. In each case, if the outputted regions have no overlap with the true mutation regions, both precision and recall are treated as 0. As can be seen from columns P 2 , P 3 , and P 3 in Table 1 , the average precision of EXACT-HEU is slightly better than that of APPROX-HEU while the recall remains very much the same. In other words, the improvement is small. This might be explained as follows. Recall that when APPROX outputs "no" for a length-500 region r, EXACT outputs "no" for r as well. On the other hand, when APPROX outputs "yes" for r, EXACT may output "yes" or "no" for r. Thus, EXACT may output fewer length-500 regions than APPROX. Therefore, one may expect that EXACT gives better precision but worse recall.
We have done 50 experiments for each of pedigrees P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 . The number of length-500 regions for which APPROX outputs "yes" but EXACT outputs "no" is given in column #yes of Table 2 . Column #correct in Table 2 gives the number of regions for which EXACT outputs "no" and these regions indeed do not belong to the true mutation regions. As can be seen from the table, 88.57 % of the length-500 regions eliminated by EXACT are correct for pedigree P 2 .
We have also investigated the reason why EXACT fails to output "yes" for some true mutation regions and we found that the χ 2 model also adds errors to the children's haplotype segments inherited from their parents. Thus, it is possible that the SC problem may have no solution to a region for the exact radius d. Table 3 consists of three parts separated by two consecutive horizontal lines. The first part shows the average lengths of the true mutation regions for P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 , while the second (respectively, third) part shows the average lengths of regions detected by APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU). We can see from the table that the average lengths of regions detected by EXACT-HEU are always shorter than those detected by APPROX-HEU. In particular, as can be seen from Table 1 , this advantage is achieved without decreasing recall for pedigree P 3 when both APPROX-HEU and EXACT-HEU only outputs the longest detected region.
Our experiments have been performed on a Windows-7 desktop PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU (2.40 GHz) and 4 GB memory. Table 4 lists the running time of EXACT-HEU for a length-500 region with ER = 5 %. We can see from the table that on average, it takes less than a second to investigate a single length-500 region. Moreover, Table 5 shows the total running time of EXACT-HEU for investigating a whole chromosome (Chromosome 1) with ER = 5 %.
Modifying APPROX-HEU and EXACT-HEU
In the aforementioned experiments with APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU), we investigate length-500 regions one by one using different center indices p. Therefore, APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU) can say "yes" for different length-500 regions based on different p's. Suppose that we modify APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU) as follows. After finding all candidate (respectively, valid) length-500 regions in a whole chromosome, we choose the index p that appears the most among all the reported candidate (respectively, valid) length-500 regions and use this p to further verify all the reported candidate (respectively, valid) regions. In other words, we here use an extra condition that for a fixed index p (instead of different p's for different regions), the instance (D r , N r , H r , 2d) (respectively, (D r , N r , H r , d) ) of the SC problem for each candidate (respectively, valid) length-500 region r must have a solution where the center haplotype segment s is within a distance of at most 2d (respectively, d) from h p ∈ H r . For convenience, we denote the modified APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU) by APPROX-HEU (respectively, EXACT-HEU ).
We have done 50 tests with APPROX-HEU and EXACT-HEU for pedigrees P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 with different ER's. The results are summarized in Tables 6, 7 , and 8. In general, EXACT-HEU achieves better precision than APPROX-HEU , while they achieve almost the same recall.
Comparing the Speed of Algorithms 4 and 5
We also compare the average running time of Algorithms 4 and 5 on a length-500 region with ER = 8 % for pedigree P 4 , where each average is taken over 100 tests. The experimental results are summarized in Table 9 where we can see that Algorithm 4 (s 1 , . . . , s k , L, d ) of the BCSS problem is generated as follows.
1. Generate k random binary strings s 1 , . . . , s k of the same length K, and also generate a random binary string t of length L. . Because of the three merits, we can obtain a meaningful comparison in speed between Algorithms 4 and 5 for both "yes" and "no" instances.
In our experiments, we fix K = 75 and L = 60 but choose k from {10, 15, 20} and d from {10, 11, 12}. These choices are made so that the generated instances of the BCSS problem are reduced to instances of the SC problem that are close to the simulated biological datasets used in our aforementioned linkage-analysis experiments.
For each combination of (K, L, k, d), we generate 20 random instances and summarize the average running time (in seconds) of Algorithms 4 and 5 in Table 10 . By the table, Algorithm 4 seems to be always faster than Algorithm 5. The superiority of Algorithm 4 over Algorithm 5 becomes more obvious when d becomes larger. In summary, an exact algorithm for the SC problem can be used to achieve usually better precision and keep recall much the same. Honestly speaking, the improvement in precision does not look so significant. Therefore, it remains an open problem how to make use of an exact algorithm for the SC problem in linkage analysis.
